The INS/VNS models usually utilize the relative motion differences between the inertial and the vision as measurements. Traditional INS/VNS models make an approximation between definitions of the inertial measured attitude error and the misalignment angle to simplify the measurement model of relative rotation difference. This paper finds that the norm of the approximation error can exceed the norm of misalignment angle when the yaw is large, which cannot be ignored. Furthermore, an improved measurement model without that approximation is presented, in which the definition of inertial measured attitude error and the misalignment angle is accurately matched. Lunarbased simulation and earth-based experiment both demonstrate that the presented model is effective and the method used the proposed model can achieve higher accuracy of positions and attitudes than that used the traditional model.
INTRODUCTION
High-accuracy autonomous navigation is one of the key technologies for planetary rovers. Inertial and vision integrated navigation (INS/VNS) methods are usually used for planetary rovers, such as in China's first lunar rover, Yutu [1] , and NASA's Curiosity [2] . INS/VNS methods [3, 4] usually utilize the inertial information to build the state model, and the vision information to build the measurement model.
Traditional INS/VNS models make an approximation between the definition of inertial measured attitude error and misalignment angle to simplify the measurement model [5, 6, 7] . However, the norm of the approximation error can exceed the norm of the misalignment angle when the yaw is large, which is always ignored in the traditional models. A new measurement model is presented to avoid the approximation. Lunar-based simulation and earth based experiment both demonstrate that the position and attitude accuracies achieved by the method with the proposed model have improved significantly compared with one used the traditional model.
II. REFERENCE FRAMES
The reference coordinate frames are all defined as right hand frames, including the inertial frame (i, Fig .1 . In t-frame, the x-axis points to the east and the y-axis points to the north. The wframe is defined as the first instant t-frame. In b-frame, the x-axis points to the right of the rover and the y-axis points to the front of the rover. The origin of c-frame is at the optical center of left camera. In c-frame, x-axis points to the right of the camera and y-axis points downward. 
where  is the attitude error angle,  v is the velocity error,  r is the position error, ε is the gyroscopes drift, and  is the accelerometers bias. The state model is built based on the inertial error equation [8] :
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where ω b ib is the rotation velocity measured by gyroscopes, f b is the acceleration measured by accelerometers.
b w R is the attitude matrix, ω w iw is the angular velocity of the wframe relative to the i-frame expressed in the w-frame.
IV. MEASUREMENT MODEL BASED ON RELATIVE MOTION DIFFERENCE

A. Measurement of The Relative Motion Difference
The frequency of the vision data is commonly lower than that of the inertial data, so it is also used as the data fusion frequency. All the k t in this paper denotes the k instant of data fusion process. 2) Vision relative motion: The procedure of VNS mainly includes feature extraction, feature tracking, stereo matching, 3D reconstruction and motion estimation [9, 10, 11] . By 3D reconstruction, the coordinates of feature points in c-frame are are the vision relative motion parameters in c-frame, which can be calculated as follows: as:
where q b w is the real attitude quaternion.
As the definition of  is:
the relationship of INS  q and  is:
can be expressed as: is defined as:
The measurement model of z q can be expressed as: can be written as:
The measurement model of z r can be expressed as: 11 1 11 ,VNS ,INS ,VNSˆ
3) Traditional measurement model: In summary, the traditional measurement model can be expressed as: changes from 0 to 160%, and can exceed 100% when the yaw is more than 110°. Meanwhile, the change of pitch and roll from -5° to 5°, and the change of  norm do not affect P . In summary, the   norm can exceed  norm when the yaw is large, which cannot be ignored. can be expressed as: 
The corresponding measurement model of z q is:
where V q2 is the corresponding measurement noise as follows:
H q2 is the corresponding improved measurement matrix: 
A. Simulation
Due to limitations in experimental conditions and cost, real experiments on the Moon cannot be achieved. The Moon-simulated IMU data and images are produced by a simulation system. The IMU data is produced by an inertial path generator and the images are produced by a 3DS MAX scene. The 3DS MAX scene is built based on images of the lunar surface from NASA, as shown in Fig .3 typically. Table 1 gives the detailed comparison results of final position and attitude errors between four different navigation methods. It can be seen from Table 1 
B. Experiment 1) Experiment conditions:
Though there are differences of the gravity, rotational speed and surface images between on the Earth and on the Moon, the earthbased experiment is feasible and beneficial to verify the navigation methods. The dataset 2011_09_30_drive_0028 of KITTI Vision [13] is used in the experiment, in which the car drives 8.38 minutes and 4128.86m.
The constant bias of the gyroscopes is 0.01°/s, the constant bias of accelerometers is 1020.4μg. The frequency of IMU data is 100HZ. The baseline of the binocular cameras is 54cm and the height from the ground surface is 1.65 m. The image resolution is 1226×370, and the image frequency is 10HZ. A typical image taken in the experiment is shown in Fig .6 . The traditional INS/VNS models which utilize the relative motion difference between INS and VNS, make an approximation between definitions of the inertial measured attitude error and the misalignment angle. Analysis under typical conditions presents that the norm of the approximation error can exceed the norm of misalignment angle, which cannot be ignored. An improved measurement model is presented, which defines the same inertial measured attitude error as the misalignment angle to avoid the approximation. In the lunar-based simulation, the position accuracy of the method with proposed model is improved by 87.07% compared with that of the traditional model. In the earth-based experiment, the position accuracy is improved by 68.64%. In summary, the simulation and experiment both demonstrate that the method used the proposed model can achieve higher accuracy of positions and attitudes than that used the traditional model.
